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            THE TOTAL SINGER 

 
BREATH SUPPORT/BREATHING 

  Posture consistently erect, ribcage high, singer’s stance. 
 Abdominal breathing mastered and consistently in place. (no shoulders) 
 Breathes rhythmically with smooth phrase entry. 
 Stagger breathing technique (when necessary) mastered so breaths are not obvious 

      either visually or vocally. 
 Phrase endings remain energized and lifted. 

 
VOCAL PRODUCTION/SOUND 

 Sound is well supported, relaxed and freely produced with no tension apparent in jaw or 
swallowing muscles. 

 All vocal resonators are consistently open so that the result is a “ringing” sound regardless of 
pitch.  Sound is wide and full. 

 Vocal register (upper, lower, mixed) used is appropriate to the pitch, volume, and placement in 
the chord. 

 Sings target vowels and sustains open vowel sounds without premature turning to second part of 
diphthong or final consonant. 

 Tone flow and forward moving sound are consistent. 
 Volume and quality adjustments (coning) are appropriate to position in the chord. 
 Tone is consistently energized. 

 
ACCURACY  

 Notes are all correct. 
 Intervals are consistently accurate and precise. 
 Pitch center is stable with tones on the center to high side. 
   Pitch targets precise with no sliding or scooping..  

 
INTERPRETATION 

 Rhythmic plan (relationship of values within measure and to next downbeat) is correctly 
executed. 

 In an uptune, tempo is internalized and correctly delivered. 
 Dynamic plan is correctly performed with consistent support and vocal quality and freedom 

from pp to ff. 
 Word delivery utilizes concepts of legato tone flow, target vowels, and vowel-to-vowel 

delivery. 
 Vocal texture is appropriate to lyrics and musical plan. 
 Embellishments are delivered with appropriate energy, artistry and finesse, 
 Excellent application of artistry, finesse and inflection according to musical plan. 
 

PERFORMANCE 
 Posture and stance demonstrate confidence, poise, and command. 
 Consistent physical energy supports the musical product. 
 Singer’s smile conveys confidence and assists in producing consistent, ringing sound. 

 
 


